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[Kel21, MBM20]. presence [BP21a, MAA22, uAR21, RNSR20, SKS22, SAB21, SBB21, SK21c, TWS23, TL21, WXWS21, ZKG21]. Press [Ano22, Ano23a, Sha20a, Sha20c, Sha20b, Sha20d, Sha20e, Sha20i, Sha21b, Sha21d, Sha21c, Sha21e, Sha22b, Sha22a, Sha23b, Sha23c, Sha23a, Sha23d, Sha23f, Sha23e, Sta21].
 Pretest [FH22]. PRHR [AKA22]. price [JC20]. Principal
[AALA22, Sir20, ZRB+20, ZLL20, BM23, DC23, FLO24, XY20, ZLLZ22].
 prior [SZS21]. priors [CY24, CA20, DSH24, TTL20, RMF+21, YXC21].
 probabilistic [DC23]. probability [AZL21, CH21, Dab24, DHS24, Han23, JZ22b, KZ21, KKS20, MLA+20, NJ20, Sha20c]. problem
[HAV20, Hus22, MANP22, Mar21, MC22, NAJ21, SSV21, ZADA22].
 problems [CHEH21, MT23]. procedure
[AJ21, BAM22, CP22, HFM21, JF20, KKLL24, PP24, PK22b, SKSS22].
 procedures [SDML20, WG22, YKM23]. Process
 processes [BC23, CAA20, CJK21, CCM20, CTB20, FSGMM23, Gra20, GB22b, HPW23, JNNTS24, LSL21, LLBW23, Mah23, MWMCR20, MRNLB20, PA23, PFMT20, QL22, RT20, SP21, Sha22b, Sha23d, SAMA21, WS22, WW22b, YWW23a, YLYD24, YWW23b].
 Prodromou [Sha20b].

LK22, NM20, PK22b, QL20, Ros22, SG23, SMZ20, YKM23, ZY21.
MK20, Sha21a, Sha20i, Sha20l, Sha21j, Sha22b, Sha23e, XP20, 
DSdNB22, Sha20e, Sha21c]. status [AML22, YDS+20]. steganography 
[KV23]. Stein [FLO24, MBM20, SZS21]. Stein-type [MBM20]. step 
[AA22a, CLY22, CLY23, KG24, DRG23, SK21b, SK24, XCY22]. step-stress 
[AA22a, CLY22, CLY23, SK21b, SK24]. stepwise [CHW21]. Stewart 
[Sha20i]. stigmatized [SSS20]. Stochastic [KSL22, YSJL20, AC20, ACS21a, 
DJ22, JC20, LAW20, LCH20, Sha23e, SYA23, SYA24, ZQAH23, Sha22b]. strategic 
[OSG20]. strategies [FH22, Sha20i], ZHC+24, Sha23b]. strategy 
[DJ22, LCH20, MNAP22, NAJ21, ZADA22]. stratified 
[CB20, ES21, GGA22, HAV20, IMA20, Osg21, SS22, SCK23, ZKG21]. stratifying 
[LTW+23b]. streaming [MLG23]. strength 
[Akg23, AKA22, BLA20, BCM21, Çet21, CK24, DK22, KKK23, KGK24, 
SSN20, SCG21, STG22, ŠČK24]. strengths [Çet21]. Stress [AKA22, DK22, 
Akg23, AA22a, BLA20, BCM21, Çet21, CK24, CLY22, CLY23, KKK23, 
KGK24, MT21, SSN20, SCG21, STG22, SK21b, SK24, SLER21, ŠČK24]. stress-change 
[CLY23]. Stress-strength [AKA22, DK22, Akg23, BLA20, BCM21, Çet21, CK24, 
KKK23, KGK24, SSN20, SCG21, STG22, ŠČK24]. strong [WW23, WWW23]. Structural 
[LLMY20, LLM23, YWW23b]. structural-change [YYY23b]. structure 
[Che22b, FFNM20, MLA+20, PZW23, PFMT20, VL24]. structured 
PDD+21]. structures [BM23, Che22a]. Student [SHA20]. Student- 
[HAV20]. studies 
[ATH20, KR21, MWS23, SBH21, Sha21f, SCK23, WR22, YZK22]. study 
[AAN+23, DT23, DDD23, ENK+23, FPM22, GMJ23, HD22b, HMS21, 
LCH20, PS21, SB20, SM21, TÖS21]. study-specific [SB20]. subgroup 
[WXWS21, YH20]. subgrouping [HBKB22]. subinterval [OKF+21]. subject 
[Che20c, KEC20, TR24]. subsampling [WW22a]. subsampling-based [WW22a]. Subset 
[GW22, LTW+23b, WLZ21, ZLY23]. subspace [XYZ20]. subsystems 
[NAJ21]. successive [BP24a]. such [GH23]. Sudhir [Sha22a]. Sufficient 
[Chr22, LZ20, WWW23]. Suite 
[Sha21b, Sha21d, Sha23c]. Sujit [Sha23c, Sha23e]. sum 
[AFR23, BLZ21, C1L23, YLK+22]. summands [Su22]. sums [WW23]. superior 
[PK22b]. supervised [CLL21, HFM21]. Support [Kaz24, Zhe21]. surrogate 
[LCZ+20]. survey [Cha23, SSS20, SBB21, XCY22]. surveys 
uA20]. survival [AR21, BAM22, CG21, DF20, KHK20, LSL21, MT23, 
SK21, SZ24, SMWP20, T22, YLC24]. susceptibility [Dab24]. SVAR 
[MN23]. swarm [CHW21, GC20]. switching [LWD20, YWW23a]. Switzerland 
[Ano22, Sha23a]. Symmetry [JS22b]. System [DJA22, MHKS22, AKA22, CM21, DK22, GWL21, HCN20, KEC20, MJSB23, TA20]. systematic 
[KSOS20]. Systems [MHKS22, LTW+23b].

| table [Sul21]. tackle [RMM24]. Taï [Sha20d]. Tail 
| ZY21, PB23, PB21, WL21, XP20]. tail-inflated [PB21]. tailed 
| AP20a, ATH20, BPT23, HPP23, MWMCR20]. target [OSG20]. |
technique [EES24, JA22]. techniques [GMJ23, SBB21]. Ted [Che20a].
temperature [dSdNB22]. tempered [BT24, Gra20, XG22].
template [BBBS23, IAO+23]. temporal [LSM20, Sha21c, Sha23c, Sha23e].
tensor [LZ20]. term [VL24]. tessellation [GAB21].

Test [SK21c, ALAS21, AA22b, BS21, BKM21, BL20a, CLY22, Che22b, CLY23, De 20, KB22, KN22b, Lee20, LS21, LLM23, LWS+23, MBB20, MTW21, MP20, Mar21, MK20, NM20, PK22b, PS21, QZ22, SB20, SBH21, SCW21, Sul21, SU20, SH23, TK22, TTWG20, TGP24, TAVP20, TH22, WL21, XYCZ23, YLHZ20, YWW23b, Zha21a]. tested [JS22b]. Testing [CAA20, CMZ24, FPMC20, JT24, SLFW24, ACS21a, BS22b, BS21, CGGE20, CP22, GM22, HRB21, HTF21, KL22a, KB20, Li24, NJ20, NN23b, QL20, SK24, SS21, SW20, TAVP20, YKM23, ZW23, ZYW23, dSCdC22, tB22].


thermostat [ASAP21]. Thin [CIPCR23]. thinning [RM21]. Thomas [Sha23e]. three [DDL+20, Hu22, SKSS22, Sha20g, Sha21i, Sha21j, Sha22b, Sul21, Won22].


transfer [BGGH21]. transform [KV23]. transformation [AML22, Che20b, VR20]. Transformed [JZ22b]. transition [BHK23].

[LBHK22, Su22]. **Truncated**
[TL21, HMB22, Kur24, NET+24, SRU23, ZHF21]. truncation
[Che20c, Gho20, PB23]. Trustworthy [HLK24]. Tsallis [KN22]. tuning
[LC20, PK22a]. Turkey [Akg23]. tutorial [DDL+20]. Tweedie
[LT23, RK22]. Two [ATH20, GK20, SBA23, Su22, XCXZ22, Abo23, AMD21, AH22, BLZ21, BS22b, BS21, BLA20, CAA20, ÇSK22, CB20, Das22, DF20, EGM20, GT22, GGA22, Haq20, HMS21, JT24, JZY24, Kel21, KLC23, KÖ21, LWS20, MGT21, MG24, Mah23, MKK20, DRG23, Mar21, MYM23, NFP21, Ozg21, PTG21, PS24, RNSR20, RN21, San23, Sha20h, STÖ21, ŞÇK24, SZT+23, TAVP20, Won22, ZLFW24]. two-parameter
[Abo23, AMD21, BLA20, JZY24, MKK20, PTG21, San23, STÖ21].

two-phase [Ozg21]. two-sample
[CB20, DF20, HMS21, Kel21, Mar21, ŞÇK24]. two-sided [MG21, MG24].
two-stage [BS22b, Das22, GGA22, LWS20, MYM23]. Two-step
[XCXZ22, DRG23]. Two-tailed [ATH20]. Type
[NET+24, AAN+23, ANA+23, AAQ20, AALA22, AKA22, AGY21, BM22, CMMMP20, Çet21, EES24, EN23, GvRS23, GMFB21, HRB21, JZY24, JRM20, MBM20, MT21, MTSR22, MP20, MKK20, MC21, NN22, uA20, PCC21, Sab23, SS22, SKSS22, SLER21, SBB21, SN20, WYBW22, WW23, BA21, Dav21, GSH20, Kel21, Lon22, TG21]. type-I [SLER21, Dav21, Lon22].

Type-II [NET+24, BM22, Çet21, EES24, EN23, HRB21, JZY24, MT21, MTSR22, MC21, BA21, GSH20, TG21]. types [Chr22, SDML20]. Tzu
[Sha20d].

[GJP24, HD22a, ZLZ24]. ultra-high [GJP24, HD22a, ZLZ24]. Ultrahigh
[LLZ20, Kaz24], LLZW20, LCZ+20, MXYY22]. ultrahigh-dimensional
[Kaz24]. unbalanced [ACHS23, Kel21, SO20, YDL23]. unbiased [HCY21].
unbounded [NC23]. uncertain [PDD+21]. uncertainties [LTS+23]. uncertainty
[Ano23a, JNTM24, LTS+23, NJR22, NN22, Sha20i, SN24, WW22a, Sha20i]. unconventional [GAN+20]. under-reported [SR23].
under/over [VR20]. under/over-dispersion [VR20]. underdispersed
[dSLP+23]. undergraduate [Sha21h]. Understanding [Sha20t]. unequal
[BLA20]. uneven [GZZ24]. unification [ZTP21]. unified [DLK24]. uniform
[ASP22]. uniformity [HRB21, NN23b]. uniformly [PK22b]. unimodal
[Kur24]. unimodality [Pan22]. Unit [PTdS+23, Akg23, LLBW23]. units
[WR22]. univariate [Ber22, DLO22, RDSG21]. unknown
[CPX22, CLUX21, EH22, HNK24, MLA+20, QH21]. unrelated [ENK+23].
unreported [SB20]. unstable [LLBW23]. updating [MLG23]. upper
[JS22b, SYG24]. urine [AFAK24]. USA [Sha20b]. use [Sha20c, XSHC20].
LSL21, LT23, LTW23a, LTW+23b, Lon22, LA20, Mah23, MAKR22, Mir21, MMH22, MJK20, MSH20, NI23, uAT20, NF23, OSG20, PP24, QHCB20, RMF+21, RDSG21, SSN20, STG22, SSS+22, SS22, SRG22, SKSS22, Sha21d, Sha22b, TR24, TH21, THL+22, YZZW23, ZKG21, dSdNB22. utilizing [KKZ23]. Utts [Sha21e].


to [DL23]. Utts [Sha21e]. validation [BGV20, IAO+23, LLMY20, OCNN20, QJFY20]. value [DDD23, GCF+20, MRNLB20, OCNN20, SYVV20, Sha20o, TTWG20, THL+22, WYF22].

to [DL23]. Utts [Sha21e].


W [Sha21d]. Wald [CMMP20, MP20]. Wald-type [CMMP20, MP20].


x [Sha23d, MTW21, QHCB20]. X-bar [QHCB20]. XII [Akg23, STG22]. xiii [Sha21d]. Xiong [Sha23f]. xix [Sha20c, Sha22b]. xv [Sha22b, Sta21]. xvi [Sha20a, Sha20i, Sha23b]. xvii [Sha21b]. xx [Sha20d]. xxi [Sha20c]. xxii [Sha23c, Sha23e]. xxiv [Sha21e]. xxv [Ano22, Sha22a, Sha23a, Sha23f]. xxvi [Ano23a, Sha21c].

Yichuan [Ano22]. York [Sha20i]. You-Gan [Sha22a]. Yu [Sha22b].
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